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Consolidated Report on Visit to Satluj Basin
The main task of Panel of Environmental and Social Expert (PESE) constituted of
assist DOE and Peer Groupwas to visit the basin and have views of varies stake
holders. To accomplish this DOE organized visit in following three phases, covering
one zone each times.
1. 6th December 2013 to 14th December 2013 – Zone II (Nathpa-Khab)
2. 28th May 2014 to 2nd June 2014- Zone III (Kol dam - Nathpa)
3. 11th August 2014 to 18th August 2014 – Zone I (Khab-Kunjum)
Individual reports on all the three visits were submittedto DOE from time to time.
However these are again annexed as Annexure “A” “B” and “C”.
In addition to visit to the basin and interaction with the stake holders, PSES was
also required to comment upon the CEIA report prepared by consultant. Accordingly
comment on the CEIA report has been made and forwarded to DOE. The same are
annexed Annexure “D” this report.
In the meeting held of Peer Group on 28th May, 2014, the consultants were asked
to prepare the executive summary separately and also provide recommendation.
Though executive summary has been given at the beginning of the main report, yet
the consultants redrafted it and added recommendations. This document was
provided to PESE on 12th Aug 2014 before start of the basin visit to zone I. The
executive summary was studied and commented upon; and report submitted to
DOE. However, the same is annexed as annexure “E”.
Finally, to fulfil the demand of the stake holders to get answer of their doubts from
the consultants, who have prepared the CIA report, DOE organized meeting at
RekongPeo and Pooh on 8th December 2014 and 9th December 2014 respectively.
In these meetings, apart from the stake holders; consultants, members of the Pare
Group, PESE and Senior Officers of DOE were present. The report of this visit has
since been sent to DOE separately but is being a next as Annexure ‘F’.
Main Observation on the whole exercise
1. As per the work of PESE, as purposedby DOE, visit to the basin was to be
completed first, which was to be followed by the report of the experts and then
interaction with stake holders. But in practice, both basin visit interaction was
clubbed together and more time was used for interaction of the stake holders.
2. The outcome of CEIA report has been commented upon in all the zone visit
report submitted earlier. On the technical side, two most important issues on
which clarity was required were assessing requirement of environmental
follow during lean session and determining length of free following riparian
distance to be maintained between two successive HEP. The first issue has
been dealt in detail (Para 5.4, page 469) but it has not been made clear as to
how the figures have been arrived at. The Second issue has been addressed
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in executive summary (para 8.15), but here again it is not clear if this is
arbitrary recommendation or is based on scientific calculations.
The other issues on which the people were concerned, were the adverse
effect of tunnelling, particularly through blasting. It seems that this issue, too,
has not being dealt adequately. Effect of tunnelling on water sources has
been examined in detail (para 4.5) and has been concluded – “impact of
tunnel construction on ground water will not be sufficient on large scale in the
study area. Impacts on springs due to hydro power projects and tunnelling in
the study area can be categories as Local – Low” (para 8.11, page 680).
Then, certain categories, based on the length of the tunnel have been
adopted for the propose of study. Again, it is not clear whether this is arbitrary
or based on calculation. However, effect of tunnelling on water sources was
not the only issue. There were other issues like effect of tunnelling on
developing cracks in buildings and agriculture land, and the issue of tunnelling
through blasting or by TBM. Itseem that the issues have not been dealt at all.
Since this is the cumulative EIA report, and EIA reports of some of the other
projects are available and one would expect that compression between the
two should have been made. It appears that, this has not been done in a very
expressive manner. Compression in land use land cover change has been
made (par 4.1.3.1, pages 131 to 143). Here again, 10 out of 12 cases, area
under dense forest has increased. But the reason of this change has not been
given. Further, this was a very important point which needed to be highlighted
to assure the people that all is not bad and there is some improvement as
well.
The last chapter of the report should be of “Concussion”, which should contain
answer to 5 key out comes (para 12 of TOR, document iv, annexure “A”) and
then the recommendation.
The Geology of the area is certainly fragile and there is nothing substantial,
either on the ground or by documents, to show that the construction of the
HEPs will not make the area more susceptible to the damages.
Implementation of CAT plans in various project have attracted public criticism
in a big way and much is needed to be done on this front. An effective and
discernible implementation of CAT plan will go a long way in enlisting people’s
support to the project and in achieving conservation of the basin. In this
context, associating people with the execution of CAT plan or giving this work
to Eco-task Froceshould be considered seriously.
The opposition to HEPs is basically due to the failure of the establishment,
who has shown indifference to the people’s problems and thereforehas failed
to gain the confidence of the people.
The unsettled problems (both environmental and pertaining to compensation
& benefit sharing) of the completed project for such a long time has given
people to oppose HEPs.

10. Completed projects in the basin have not demonstrated any success model
which would make the people to support the construction of projects. In fact
they have done great harm.
11. The opposition to HEPs also seems to be orchestrated, as at most of the
places same objections, in same order were raised, which indicated that it
may not be individual response of the person, raising objection.
12. In the last meeting at RekongPeo, there was some change in the view of the
people’s representatives as the majority of them express the view that they
are not against the HEPs as such, but first the outstanding problems of the
executive projects must be resolve to their satisfaction.
13. Self-sufficient economy of the area, which is mostly result of apple cultivation,
is also driving people away from the projects, as they do not want any help
from the Government.
14. The legal point raised by the various stake- holders regarding obtaining
consent of local panchayats, which is required under PESA, Scheduled area
and FRA needs to be looked at the highest level.
15. Inclusion of para 9 in the Executive Summary, mentioning “no-go” areas has
created a big controversy, which will be problematic to resolve. It is not
understood how an issue can be included in the Executive Summary, when
this is not mentioned in the main report.
16. The conclusion drawn in the study – “that all the major adverse cumulative
impacts can be mitigated to acceptable levels through the measure proposed
in EMP---------------- The gap between prospective projects in Sutlej basin is
sufficient for the river to recuperate itself”. Is matter of the opinion and not
supported by facts and figures.
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D.C. Khanduri
Expert (Environment)
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Annexure A

Report on Public Consultation
& Visit to Zone II of Satluj Basin
(7th -11th December, 2013)
In pursuance of the decision of the DOE to solicit the views of general public on
the on-going cumulative EIA study of Sutlej basin, public consultation was held at
Jakari on 7.12.2013, through a presentation by the consultant ICFRE. However, the
anger of the public was so much that the presentation had to be called off halfway.
People were so agitated that they were trying to find faults with each and everything,
including the way publicity was done through the newspapers regards the date of the
meeting, undue haste in organising it, the venue chosen, desirability of holding it at
only one place instead of various tehsil headquarters, presence of project
proponents and many other issues. Each one was competing with the other in
criticising the HEPs. In the end when good sense prevailed and tempers cooled
down, many speakers put their points across in a forthright manner but none of them
mentioned even one positive point in favour HEPs and therefore it can be termed as
biased and not a balanced approach. But one has to agree that the people in general
were well informed, knowing rules, having knowledge of technical details and above
all enlightened. The Director DOE and the chief Engineer through their many
interventions tried to explain the viewpoint of the government as well as the technical
position on various issues, but it was Mr V K Tewari, Director(Environment) HPPCL,
who strongly supported the need of HPEs in Himachal Pradesh through his clearly
articulated, well presented and logic-driven views and made passionate appeal to
the people to look at big picture in the interest of the state and country, though not
ignoring the environmental issues.
Most of the issues raised by the speakers from Kinnaur, were included in a 55
point written representation read out by Shri R S Negi, IAS (Retd). Though speaker
from the Karsog area spoke specifically about the Luri project and vehemently
opposed the tunnelling, even to the extent of sacrificing his life, if it was undertaken.
Speakers were also very critical of the Forest Department for not implementing the
CAT Plan properly and using the funds mostly for purchase of vehicles.
Next day, on 8.12.2013, had the opportunity to interact with the people at
Nathpa, Nichar and Taapri and later, in the evening, with the authorities of the JP
Industries. At Nathpa, people mostly complained about the resettlement of village
declared as unsafe. At Nichar people numbering more than 50 questioned the very
name of the projects as ‘NathpaJakri’ and listed the damage occurred due to the
tunnelling done beneath their village, drying up of water bodies and streams and
developing cracks in the buildings and fields. They argued that the project be named

after their village as ‘NicharJakri’, since the tunnel was passing under their village
and huge tanks were constructed beneath their lands. The demand for the change of
name, at such a belated stage, may have originated from the fact that under the
present policies, effected villages get good financial assistance and hence they too
want to be termed under the category of effected villages. Another important
grievance aired was regarding the number of transmission lines passing above their
fields through their village. It was informed that four lines were erected for
transmitting electricity produced from the project to the power grid in Punjab plains,
and another two electrical lines for local distribution in interior Kinnaur. As a result of
this the agriculture as well as the horticulture production has reduced significantly.
The other important issue raised by the villagers was the taking over of grazing land
by the Project authorities as a result of which all the villagers had to sell their sheep
and goats, raring of which was their main occupation. In addition, they were also
getting NTFP from these village common lands which is not available after the land
has been taken over. Thus, they need to be compensated for all these losses.
At Taapri, people numbering around 20, were most vocal, agitated and
expressing hatred for the JP group. They listed number of violations done by the
group, including date of signing the lease letter and date of start of work, not
surrendering the excess land not needed for the project and raising orchard on it and
violation of FC act by encroaching the wildlife sanctuary. Though some of the
allegations were found to be misplaced on cross checking with the project
authorities. On being asked if they had any time discussed these issues with the
project proponents, they replied, “Why should we? We have approached the
government and we do not want to talk to JP”. Discussing these and other issues
with the project proponent, it was found that on every point they took the legal stand
and tried to justify their viewpoint by taking the shelter of provisions of MoU they
have signed. They also pointed out that some of the issues raised by the locals were
taken to the court of law and went ultimately in favour of the company. Regarding
encroachment of the wildlife sanctuary, they went to the extent of saying that one
khasra number was deliberately left out by the Patwari while processing the case of
land diversion, which resulted in encroachment and therefore action needed to be
taken against the Patwari rather than the company. They enumerated number of
actions taken by the company for the betterment of the community, but instead of
appreciating it, the locals have tried to find faults with their actions. One such case
was the establishment of the treatment plant for the solid waste (initiated at the
advice of Addl Chief Secretary) and another developing a cremation ground on the
river bank. Thus, the stand of both sides were found to be rigid, as the people’s case
was based more on ‘aspirations’ from the common property resource, while JP
quotes the law, devoid of human face with very little PR work and no one was in a
mood bridge the gap.
Next day on 9.12.2013, the first stop was below ‘Khatradhk’ where Dr Negi
explained the devastation caused by the slides in past and fragile nature of the

strata, which will further be aggravated if the tunnel was constructed as proposed
under Jangi- Thopan- Powari project. To interact with the people affected by the
Thidang project, held meetings at Moorang and Thaangi, where local Pradhans,
many of whom were ladies, were present. Here the atmosphere was comparatively
congenial as there were some good words for project authorities along with the
grievances. The people lamented some of the actions undertaken by the project
proponent. However, their main complaints, among others, were destruction of a big
patch of Chilgoza forest (which has also been mentioned in Shukla committee
report), damage to the apple crop (damaged fruit was shown), wrong method of
calculating the effect of blasting (which is in horizontal direction) and two crusher
sites. It appears that the company, though not as big as JP, has done good PR work
and with little extra effort on both side, things can still be better. They still have a
dispute about the payment of compensation but both parties were hopeful for an
amicable solution through negotiations.
On 10.12.2013, the forenoon was devoted to a meeting of public
representatives and the project proponents chaired by DC Kinnaur. The meeting was
very orderly. Though only the public representatives spoke (some of them even
speaking repeatedly again and again) and most of them mentioned the same point
which they had raised earlier at Jakri on 7.12.2013, the only difference being that
while concluding his submission on his 55 point representation Shri RS Negi IAS
(Retd) cautioned the external consultants (Ms Nair and me) that either the points
raised should be agreed upon in the report or specific reasons should be given for
disagreement, else must face legal action in the court of law. Here again, speakers
were extremely critical of the Forest Department for not implementing the CAT Plan
under which sufficient funds are available. One good point that emerged during the
meeting was the assurance by DC Kinnaur to the public representatives that he’ll
hold project wise meeting with them and the project proponent starting from
18.12.2013, for which the agenda would be set in advance so that meaningful
dialogue could take place and some effective remedial action agreed upon.
In the afternoon visit to Kasang Project was organised. Here again, the main
objection was against the tunnelling by blasting but immediate cause of concern to
the people of the area was sliding of an orchard, near village Pangi, which has
blocked the old HT road as well as road connecting Rikongpeo to NH (towards north)
and are demanding heavy compensation. People of the area think that the blasting is
responsible for sliding of the orchard, while they ignore that though Pangi village is in
rain-shadow zone, but on 16th and 17th June 2013, there was heavy and incessant
rain, which might have triggered the slide.
On 11.12.2013, while returning to Shimla from Rikangpeo, halted at number of
places between Karcham and Wangtu, to see the treatment of dumping sites, which
have been well identified and in fact two unidentified sites, given by army has also
been taken and treated. Though engineering works on these sites to retain the
debris are reasonably satisfactory, the number of plants planted shown in the

records (statement of which was sent to Pollution Control Board regularly) is
exorbitantly on higher side. One such site, having an area of about one ha, has been
shown as planted with as many as 25,000 plants. Assuming that there may have
been repeated mortality and plants have been planted in the same pit again and
again number of 25,000 is bit too high and needs explanation.

Last stop was at a rehabilitation colony developed by the NathpaJakri project,
which was very impressive providing quality life for the displaced. More of this may
be covered by the social consultant.
While the visit to zone I is complete and zone II & III are yet to be visited, the
question arises as to why the study of Satluj Basin has been restricted up to Koldam
only and not taken beyond that, up to Bhakara (which is the last point in Himachal in
Satluj Basin). Since the DOE is contemplating such studies in all the basins, leaving
part of Satluj Basin, beyond Kold Dam will not be appropriate and must be covered
either in this study or in another study to be conducted in future. In fact Bkakara was
the first big Dam to the constricted in this part of the country and it is, therefore,
imperative to know the ground situation and reaction of the people, some 60 years
later.
Though the environmental issues will hopefully be covered in the proposed EIA
study, but there is need to take action on some administrative matters urgently,
which mostly pertain to social aspects, except implementation of CAT Plan, which is
the responsibility of the Forest Department. Considering that both climatic and
edaphic conditions in the area are very hostile for vegetative growth and it may not
be possible to achieve the success through routine departmental procedure, it is
suggested that the Forest Department should seriously consider the feasibility of
getting this work done through Eco Task Force, which have succeeded in such
adverse conditions elsewhere in the country.
Now coming to the environmental issues which were raised by the people or
noticed during the visit and which should be included in the cumulative EIA report
are
1. Determining the effective zone of underground blasting on human structure
and land – both horizontal and vertical.
2. Determining the effective zone of blasting on drying up water bodies – both
horizontal and vertical.
3. Feasibility of using TBM in place of blasting.
4. Effect of project activities (dust, temperature, water scarcity, blasting, crushing
etc.) on agricultural and horticultural production on scientific basis (as JP has
questioned the committee constituted by DC Kinnaur to assess the damage to
the crops and refused to pay it even after the acceptance of report at the
government level. They claim that they have records to show that the apple

production has even increased in the period for which compensation is being
asked for.)
5. Study of Chilgoza production, along with the causes of increase/ decrease in
production and adverse effect, if any, of the project activities on its production.
6. Effect of transmission lines (particularly HT) on the agricultural and
horticultural production.
7. Scientific determination of minimum discharge required for each project so
that it does not affect the micro-climate and the character of the flora fauna of
the project and the surrounding area.
8. Determining the free flowing riparian distance to be maintained between two
successive projects in a cascading series in the basin.
9. Listing the development activities, other than the HEPs, carried in the basin
(particularly the construction of connecting roads on both side of the river),
amount of debris created by these activities and action taken to dispose/
stabilise the debris, as also the adverse effect on the environment of the area.
10. Examining the method of road construction of NH by BRO, amount of debris
being created and method of disposal/stabilization of the debris.
11. Conducting case study at KhatraDhank on the causes of perpetual landslides,
underlining the primary cause being the geology of the area or adverse effects
of HEPs.
12. Comparing the primary data of wind, rainfall, water quality etc. collected
during the previous EIA reports with respect to earlier projects, with the same
data collected in present study and interpretation thereof.
13. EMP to include provision for fish passes and fish ladders.
14. Weather the change in the rainfall pattern in Kinnaur is part of the adverse
effect of climate change at global level or it is specific to the area (since the
present study was undertaken before 16-17th June 2013, is there anything
which needs to be revisited ? or happenings of 16-17th June are
inconsequential).
Going through the agreement signed by the DOE with the ICFRE for the
preparation of the cumulative EIA of the Sutlej Basin, one finds that some of the
points mentioned above, have been covered in the agreement and hopefully the
cumulative EIA report will contain answers to these questions in specific terms rather
than being generic. However, some of the issues may not have been included in the
present study and how these can be addressed is for the DOE to consider,
accept/reject and take necessary action, if need be.

07-01-2014

D C Khanduri
Expert (Environment)

Annexure B

Report of the PESE visit to Zone- III (Kol Dam to Nathpa)
As per terms and conditions of the appointment of members of PESE, one of
the most important deliverables is to visit the entire Satluj basin which has been
divided into three zones. To execute this task DOE organized a visit of PESE to
Zone II ( Nathpa to Khab) in the month of November 2013 and the report of the same
stand submitted in first week of January 2014. Now, in continuation to this, PESE
undertook five days visit to zone III from 28-05-2014 to 01-06-2014. Presently
following three projects are under construction/ proposed to be constructed in the
zone:1. Rampur HEP (partially constructed)
2. Luhri HEP (proposed)
3. KolDam HEP (Under construction)
During the field visit environmental, socio-economic and cultural issues were
examined and discussed with various stake holders. The result of the visit and
discussions are briefly summarized in following paragraphs.
1- Rampur HEP
Rampur hydro electric project uses water discharge of Nathpa-Jhakari
project through a tunnel constructed from Jhakri to Duttnagar. The capacity of
the project is 434 Mega watts with 5 turbines, of which two have started
generation and three are under construction. Environment clearance to the
project was issued on 31st march 2006 and FC clearance, diverting 69.3762
Ha of forest land was issued on 7th April 2006. The power house of the project
is on the right bank of the river Satluj in kullu district, while the residential
colony for the staff has been constructed at Duttnagar in Shimla District.
Meetings with different stake holders were organized at four places.
One meeting at project HQ was held on 28-05-2014 in which the project
authorities AGM (R&R) Mr.Badaik, Ms.Alka Nagar and Environmental
engineer represented the project authorities. Next day on 29th may 2014,
rehabilitation site and dumping site at Averi was visited and discussions were
held with the rehabilitated families. Then, had meeting with a few people of
affected families including lady President of BayalPanchayat in which, project
authorities and SE, PCB Rampur were also present. In the end meeting was
held with the people of Duttnagar, in which ladies were present in large
number. The problems of the people were presented in a very structured
manner. During the discussion and the field visits following issues emerged.
(i)
The dumping site at Averi is still being used and as such, no
reclamation work has started, though retaining wall has been

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

provided to stop debris from rolling down to the nalas& river.
Initially the program was to visit other dumping sites also, but
due to non- arrival of the concerned officers in time it could not
be taken up. However, environmental engineer showed the
photographs of other sites which have been treated (which
looked good).
The approach road and connecting roads have not been tarred,
which creates problem of dust pollution in the area.
At Duttnagar people voiced their feeling against dust pollution,
noise pollution, deforestation of natural trees and old plantations
(consequently reduction in farm yield) and increase in
temperature (resulting in flowering of fruit trees in September).
These anti-environmental activities have, in turn, resulted in
retelling of homes, sleepless nights and adverse human and
livestock health.
A few families also complained against leaving their lands from
acquiring.
People were not satisfied with the amount of compensation paid.
The project authorities are regularly submitting their report to
regional office (MOEF) Chandigarh, but it is not as per
conditions given in the EC clearance letter.

2- Luhri Project
The project is in proposal stage and initially it was proposed to have two
tunnels, , starting from Luhri( in kulludirbict) and ending at Marola village( in Mandi
district). However, now only one tunnel of 38.14 Km length is being proposed. FC
clearance to divert 271.1577 ha ( including 89.6208 ha underground) was issued on
27/02/2013 and environmental clearance for generation of 612 MW( 588 MW +
24MW) has been issued on 18/08/2013. To interact with various stakeholders,
meetings were held at Neerth, Sunni (project authorities only), Tattapani and Chindi.
It was very interesting to note that while people at Luhari had whole-hearted support
to the project, there were very divergent views in Chindi meeting, but majority was
against the project and threatened to go any extant if the project is implemented. The
meeting at sunni was only with the project authorities lead by General Manager of
the project, who apprised the team regarding status of all water points in the area
and procedure of land acquisition and compensation paid. During the discussion in
the meeting at various places following points emerged:(i)

People around Luhri, who will not be affected much, have full support for
the project to the extent that in their view it has already been delayed, due
to unreasonable stand of people of Karsog area.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Majority of People of the Karsog area are dead opposed to the project and
would go to any extant, even if it requires waging war against the
government.
One good step taken by the authorities is to make inventory of status of all
water sources in the likely affected area. This will not only help in
compensating the locals, in case of adverse affect by the project but would
also provide baseline data to take remedial steps, needed if any.
The main contention of the people opposing the project is that the
tunneling is extremely harmful and instead of tunneling, small dams be
constructed, but the project proponents argue that this is not viable option,
as small dames are not financially sustainable. However, no data has
been provided by either side. Apart from financial viability, there is also
need to compare the adverse environmental affect and number of
displaced persons, needing rehabilitation.
Elsewhere people are opposed to blasting and suggest the use of TBM,
but here people are totally against the blasting, even if carried out by TBM.

Kol Dam Project
This project is under construction stage, and since it does not involve
tunneling, as also compensation has been paid to the villagers of
displaced villages, there are not many environmental and social issues of
bigger magnitude, but mostly at local level for getting additional
infrastructural support from the project authorities. To interact with various
stakeholders of kol dam area, meetings were held with the project
authorities in their office at Salapar, in the office of DC Bilaspur, clay
barrow area ( Naulakha and Kanaid), Harnoda, kasol and Jamthal.
Bilaspur meeting was attended by various governmental officials, project
authorities and a few public representatives of affected people of Kol dam
and Bhkara dam areas. Though, our mandate is to look in the issues
concerning kol dam only, but it is really pathetic to note that the outstees of
one of the first Multi-Purpose Project constructed in independent India, in
early fifties and termed as modern temple by then Prime Minister of India,
are still languishing and no satisfactory institutional mechanism could be
developed to redress their grievances. It has not only put them to
disadvantageous position but has also created conservation problem, as
most of the nearby forest areas
have been honey combed through
encroachment.
In
all
the
meetings
people’s
representative
(Pardhans/members) and project authorities were present. Thus, during
the discussion with various stakeholders of Kol dam project following
issue emerged:(i)

There are still some cases, where plots for the displaced persons
have not been provided for their settlement. Project authorities

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

(xi)

explained that the villagers are not willing to take plots identified at
Kangoo, in Mandi district and plots identified in Bilaspur district
were affected by land- slide.
Employment, as promised has still not been provided.
Road along the boundary wall in Janthal village has still not been
constructed and their demand of water distribution is also not being
met with.
Lack of proper terracing (resulting in water-logging and flooding)
and non construction of side drains were the main issues in clay
barrow area.
At clay barrow area of Kanaid, a few people from Gram
PanchayatBhour also met PESE and complained that NTPC had
agreed
to
do
some
developmental
works,
totaling
Rs.3200000,including construction of ambulance road, drainage
facility in various places and Samsanghat; under Corporate Social
Responsibility head. The senctioned estimates were submitted to
SDM Sundarnagar on 30-05-2014, but nothing has been done so
far. This information was subsequently sent to PESE through email
by Capt. Haleka Ram, V.P of BhourPanchayat.
At Harnoda people were concerned about non construction of
approach road to river-bed, non utilization of funds by PWD, paid
by the project authorities for the construction of Hanog- Kasol road,
faulty execution of water supply scheme by IPH, by adding three
more villages ( thus, making water supply to the affected village
scarce and making water-quality poor).
People were critical of forest department for non execution of CAT
plan in a visible manner, for which funds have been paid by the
project authorities and suggested providing drainage to unutilized
land and planting of trees near the habilitation.
Their other demands were that since the standard of living has
gone up and the villages are like urban areas, the agreement
should be revised (as they feel that it is faulty), rain-shelter at Nehar
village, payment of one percent of revenue in cash, employment to
local youths and better condition of roads and supply of electricity .
At kasol village, having 400 families (of which 35 families were
displaced) people raised environmental issues like formation of fog
during winter months and drying up of water sources.
On social and economic issues, people complained that only
25persons have been provided employment so far, no water is
provided for irrigation from the project and wall around impounded
water has not been provided (for safety against downing )
Similar issues were raised at Jamthal Village where people felt that
compensation of Rs. 450000/- per bigha is too less, employment

(xii)

has not been provided as per agreement and path-ways are not
constructed.
Drying up of water sources was also raised in the meeting at
Jamthal.

Summing Up
The above narration indicates that most of the issues are on social economic aspect,
concerning payment of compensation, additional facility of the villagers and providing
employment. However, Keeping in view the voices expressed on environmental
issues following suggestions are made:a) Studies be carried out to compare the positive and negative points of
tunneling with blasting, tunneling with machine and construction of small
dams form technical, environmental, economic, financial, social, feasibility and
viability aspect.
b) The result of such study should be widely disseminated among the various
stake holders to bridge the gap between these extremely divergent views.
c) Since drying of water sources, as a result of these projects, is one of the
main environmental issues raised, making inventory of the status of all water
sources be conducted in likely affected villages around the projects.
d) Decline in farm yield, though basically is an economic issue, but ultimately is
said to be caused by environmental degradation and hence authentic record
on farm yield needs to be maintained of all likely affected villages around
proposed project area.
e) Issue of un-timely flowering of fruit plants has also been raised. First of all it is
to be ascertained administratively if the claim is correct. If so, a short study
for about 3 years could be entrusted to Solan university to find out – (i) if it
was one time phenomena or being repeated every year, (ii) Is it area specific
or prevalent in whole region, (iii) Physiological cause of this change and (iv)
how it is related to construction of HEPs.
f) Problem of formation of fog, after the water has been impounded in the dam is
also one of the environmental issues. However, this has been mostly referred
in the context of inconvenience caused, rather than health hazard. Probably
nothing much can be done about inconvenience part, but surely , if it causes
health hazard, steps need to be taken after proper study.
g) Poor implementation of CAT plan by forest department has been mentioned
here again, and the reason of this is that, nothing discernable is seen in the
area. Perhaps, as of now there is no mechanism to associate villagers in the
implementation of CAT plan (if exists, not being implemented), so remedy lies
in associating them. It will be worthwhile, if before starting planting work in any
Panchayat, Forest Department calls the meeting of the panchayat and
explains every detail of the works to be undertaken and assimilates their
suggestions, if these are technically correct.

It is hoped that if these suggestions are accepted and implemented, as a result of
which scientific data are made available to all concern and if people see to the
reasons, a judicious, pro-people and environmentally sustainable solution to
these vexed problems can be found.

14-07-2014

DC Khanduri
Environment Expert (PESE)

Annexure C

Report on visit to zone I (Khab to Kunjum)
To complete the task of visit by PESE to entire Satluj Basin, which has been
divided in three zone for this purpose; and having visited zone II (Nathpa to Khab)
and zone III (Kol dam to Nathpa) in December 2013 and May/June 2014
respectively, visit to zone I (Khab to Kunjum) was organised by DOE from 11th
August to 18th August 2014. The program followed was as under :
11 Aug 2014

Delhi – Shimla

Journey and discussion

12 Aug 2014

Shimla – Nathpa

Meeting and Journey

13 Aug 2014

Nathpa – Pooh

Meeting and Journey

14 Aug 2014

Pooh - Chango

15 Aug 2014

Chango - Kaza

Meeting and Journey

16 Aug 2014

KazaI – Manali

Journey and Meeting

17 Aug 2014
Journey

Manali – Chandigarh

Discussion

18 Aug 2014

Chandigarh – Dehradun

Meeting and Journey

and

Discussion and Journey

Initially a meeting of peer group was fixed as Shimla on the forenoon of 12
Aug 2014, but it was cancelled to do unavoidable reasons. However, held meeting
with Director DOE and also with Mr. V.K. Tiwari, one of the members of peer group.
Executive summary of CEIA report, prepared by the consultant was handed over by
DOE (Comments on the executive summary are being given separately)
As per the terms and conditions of the appointment of PESE, the schedule
worked out indicated that first the visit will be undertaken in three zones and then
public consultation would take place. But ever since the first visit in December 2013
the two stages have been clubbed together and both visits to the basin as well as
public consultation have been done simultaneously. This time also it was the same.
In zone I, following projects are under investigation/identified:
S.N.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Name of the Projects
Yanghtan - Khab
Lara - Sumta
Sumte - Kothang
Khab –Pooh-Shasho
Chango - Yangthan

River
Spiti
Spiti
Spiti
Satluj
Spiti

Stage
Investigation
Investigation
Investigation
Investigation
Identified

Project Proponent
Gamon India
Reliance
Reliance
HPPCL
Bhilwara Group

As has been indicated above all the projects, except Khab-Pooh-Shasho, are
purposed to be developed on river Spiti and are on the right Bank of the river, where
the population is scanty and nominal. Majority of the population is on the left bank,
where the road has also been constructed. Reliance has stopped the work of
investigation in both the projects after opposition from the locals. So is the case with
Gamon India. HPPCL has not started any work. It is only Bhilwara Group, which is
present in the area, but doing only liaisoning work and has submitted DPR .
12-08-2014
After meeting with Director DOE and shri V.K. Tiwari at Shimla, held discussion with
project authorities of Nathba-Jhakri at Jhakrion their request. Their main argument
was against the higher eflow suggested in the CEIA report by the consultant and
gave main argument in their favour.
13-08-2014 (Meeting with DC Kinnaur and interaction at village Lippa)
In the morning had meeting with DC Kinnaur and a few other officials including
project authorities. However, nothing substantial was discussed. Then proceeded to
village Lippa, which is opposing the Kasang project. Though present visit of PESE
was for zone I and Lippa falls in zone II, why this was organised during the present
visit is best known to DOE. However, the experience was very bitter. Lippa village is
situated at the confluence of two Khads- Kasang and Kerang, and one has to cross
both these rivers before reaching the village. Meeting was organised in Hospital
compound. About 75 ladies and 40 men were present. Smt. SanthanNegi, Pradhan
of GrampancyayatLippa in her opening remark said that the two streams are lifeline
of the village and if the project is constructed, it will adversely affect their livelihood ,
production of Chilgoza and other MFP. Lakes will be destroyed and so will be the
monastery. Hence the project should not be constructed.
Mr. S.S. Negi wanted to know under what rule the public hearing was being
conducted. He raised the question of absence of presiding officer and asked what
happened to their demands of 53 points, given at Jhakri in December 2013. He
raised objections on Executive Summary and asked the meaning of “Unregulated
river” and “Trans Himalayas”. He alleged that the team has come here to destroy
the mountains, as out of 48 projects, 38 are in kinnaur. He desired that there should
be no project above kasang. Companies are coming here to earn money. He
suggested that the faulty development should stop and water grid should be
developed. Since the government has no plan to help the people, but destroy the
environment, the projects will be opposed tooth and nail. He called whole exercise
as bemani (fraud)
Mr Nanak chand raised the point that the report is not available on website.
Translation was given very late and suggested that recommendations should either
be given chapter wise or at the end. He also raised objection to para 9 of Executive

summary and said that if this area is in “No- go-river”, then why the projects are
being proposed here.
The atmosphere was so charged that the members of PESE were not allowed to
speak and after labelling them as a representative of company were asked to “go
back”, with a threat not to follow the program on following days and abandon their
visit of the basin.
They also demanded that meeting should be declared null and void and date of next
meeting be fixed. In the end representative of DOE had to give in writing about
sending the Hindi translation and fixing next date
14-08-2014 (Meeting at Pooh and Nako and Site visit to Khab-Pooh-Shasho and
Yangthang- Khab projects)
After having courtesy call on ADM Pooh, attended the meeting in
Grampanchayatbhawanof GP Pooh. There were around 100 persons which
included representatives of other panchayats as well. Though, here too the mood
was belligerent (as slogans like “HarZoreZulmkiTakkar me SangarshHamara Nara
Hai” rant the meeting hall), but somewhat better than Lippa, as the DOE
representative was allowed to speak and explain the purpose of the meeting
.Mr.Sushil Sana, Pardhan Gram Panchayat, in his opening remark opposed all the
projects saying that Kinnaur has seen many agitation and will organise the agitation
once again to oppose the projects. He criticised the CEIA report saying that it has
been prepared by officers belonging to UP and they have no knowledge of the area
as report says that Jawar and Bajra are grown in Urni. Here again the Para 8 and 9
0f Executive Summary was criticised with focus being on “No-go-river” and “TransHimalayas”. In the end he said that they do not recognize this meeting being held
and asked “Chai piosamosekhaoaurgharjao”
Sh. Nanak chand also opposed the project on the basis that it will ruin their apple
crop, which is famous world over. They do not want any help from the government.
Lt. Angrup said that though development is necessary, but it should not be at the
cost of uprooting one section of the society, who is at the bottom of ladder of
prosperity. He underlined the role of local population in boarder areas and cited the
example of incursion in kargil, which was spotted by locals. All streams and water
points will dry, if the projects are implemented. Moisture of the river will be gone and
horticulture will perish. Mr.IshiNegi wanted to know why the people who prepared the
report are not here to answer their questions. He claimed that out of 167 water
sources, 43 have dried up. Non acceptance of Shukla committee report was major
irritant. Mr Raghunath Singh, upradhanNishingPanchayat mentioned that money
obtained from compensation has changed the life style of people, which is
undesirable. Since the strata are unstable, blasting creates gap between soil &
stones, which results in landslides. He said that environment is changing, as earlier it
use to snow only during winters, from October to march, but in 2013 there was snow
fall in June, which is very harmful to the horticulture crops.

Enroute visited Khab-Pooh-Shasho and Yangthan-Khab Project sites.
Next Public Consultation was at Nako, where the meeting was organized in a
monastery and around 50 male and 10 female was present. Here the mood was
more sombre and though people did oppose the projects, but in a dignified manner.
Mr.Shanta Kumar Negi, said that they wanted to have discussion on CEIA report, but
since the documents, particularly the hindi translation have not been received, no
meaningful dialogue can take place. He suggested that hindi translation of the
executive summary be sent to all panchayats . Again the para 9 of the executive
summary was criticized, focus being on “No –go –river “and “trans – Himalayas”.
However, for the first time a balanced view was heard , when he said “ I do not say
that the devastation is only because of projects , but project do have some effect”.
Another speaker said that they are not against the development, but we have been
deceived many a times and hence cannot have faith in the system.
15-08-2014 (visited site of chango -yangthan, Lara- sumta and Sumte-kothang,
projects and meeting at Tabo)
At chango project proponent explained the changoyanghtan project and en route
visited sites of Lara Sumta and SumteKothang projects, shown by project proponent
Reliance Power, where investigation work has been stopped after the agitation by
the local people and no work on these two projects is in progress.
At Tabo, meeting was organised in PanchayatBhawan, where some 50 men and 20
women were present. Hear the atmosphere was very friendly and the visitors were
welcomed with traditional scarf. The meeting was presided by ADC Kaza, who
appeared in command to conduct the meeting. Notable among the people present
were ex- MLA and Raja of KazaMr.PhunchukRai and Mr.Tarage IAS (Retired) of
UGMUT Cadre. The Panchayat Secretary Mr. Amar Singh, while welcoming the
guests, greeted them on Independence Day. DOE represented explained the object
of the meeting and importance of the interaction. Mr.TassiPradhan of the Panchayat
opposed the projects, as these are very harmful. Mr.Subodh Kumar, President
Sangharsh Committee said that the CEAI report is of 1500 pages and they have not
received it as yet, though a copy of executive summary has been received. He
wanted to know what action has been taken on their representation of 7/4/2013 and
another to CM during his visit in May 2013. The people in the area completely reject
the project. He said as per the provisions of various acts like PESA, Scheduled Area
and FRA, consent of the people of the area is necessary, which has not been taken
in these cases. He warned that, under the circumstances if anything untoward
happens, government will be responsible for this. Here also, the difference between
main report and executive summary was pointed out, focus being on Para 9. He also
said that the project may affect Tabo Monastery as well. The area is subjected to
floods and if the water is not available the debris will not be washed away. He further
said that being so near to the border the area is always on the target of enemy and if
bombs are dropped it will bring catastrophe. Ex MLA Mr.PhunchukRai said that we

should construct small projects rather than big once. First government should show
results so that the confidence of the people is gained. Mr.Sonam was of the view that
project will damage the area. Mr.Tarage, who is also connected with Dolma trust,
said that the report is in general and do not refer to spiti specifically. Since the
geology of the area is fragile, the project should be constructed somewhere else like
Arunanchal Pradesh. They do not want social stress in the society due to differential
income by the projects. The projects will certainly effect apple production in the area
adversely, which is not acceptable to the people.
Observations
1- Above narration of various meetings clearly indicate that the apprehensions of
the people about the ill effect of the projects have not be addressed at all.
2- People have lost faith in the system and their anger is justified to a large
extant, as government has done nothing which may indicate that it feels for
the people. Flood in Lippa village is one such Indicator. Karsangnala
experiences flood intermittently. There was flood in 2010 and again in June
this year. One cannot go to village without crossing this nala. Still there is no
permanent bridge over the nala. Villagers told that the small timber bridge and
ropeway have been constructed by them and no help came from the
government. It is an opportunity lost. Had government constructed the village
it was possible that the confidence of the people would have been gained.
3- Continuing with flood of Lippa village, it is strange coincidence that Expert
(Environment) of PESE had the opportunity to visit the village 3 years ago on
1st and 2nd October 2010, while accompanying Mr. J.C Kala Member National
Environment Appellate Authority in connection with site inspection. The
atmosphere was totally different then. There was big welcome with drums and
garlands. Though both the sides presented their cases, there was no anguish.
But the situation was quite apposite now. There was no welcome gesture.
This shows the amount of anger the people are harbouring against the
establishment the order of member NEAA is appended at appendix 1, which
gives the detail of the case. It also mentions that the state government
proposed to clear the debris. The order says
“After opposing the project initially, the appellant Shri Devi Gyansingh at the
end requested treatment and training of this stream by the project proponent
before starting the project. As part of their responsibility to the people, the
state government which owns the project through HPPC has perhaps asked
the project proponent to do the needful. HPPC during the public hearing has
agreed to tackle this problem by using Swiss technology and to this effect a
presentation was made by the project proponent to the authority.”
However, no action has been taken so far in this regard
4- The projects constructed in past have done great harm, as they have done
nothing which could be termed as model project and may make people pro
project.

5- CEIA report, which inter alia, was aimed at answering the question as various
stake holders, has also not contributed in improving the situation. Being the
technical one as also voluminous, it is not users friendly and does not give
direct and specific answer to the questions raised, such as adverse affect on
horticulture production.
6- Executive summery has further complicated the situation by not following
same heading as of the main report and adding para 9 –“ No-go-river” people
had opportunity to find faults.
7- The reactions expressed in various meetings appear to be more orchestrated
rather than being individual. At every meeting, most of the speakers objected
to para 9 of the executive summary and words “No-go-river” and “TransHimalayas”, arguing that if this area falls in trans Himalaya then why at all the
projects have been proposed.
8- No one can deny that the geology of kinnaur and spiti is very fragile and there
has been landslides and floods almost regularly. If under the condition, there
is need to construct the projects for power production, which is, and which will
certainly have adverse impact on the environment, how this impact could be
minimised or nullified is needed to be underline and explained to the people to
allay their fear and apprehensions. But unfortunately this has not been done.
9- Neo- apple economy also seems to be the one of the reasons of people’s
oppositions for the projects. While travelling in the basin one would notice the
new area being put under apple cultivation. Kinnaur apple being world
famous, due to its keeping quality, give them enough return and they do not
want any help from the government. Though some people argue that
excessive watering of the plants also result in landslide but there is no
scientific proof of this.
10- It is strange that while submitting 53 point demand at jhakri, demand of putting
fish ladders was high on the agenda, but now same thing is being opposed
with reference to para 9 of Executive summary.
11- Leaving aside the objections of the people, the question raised at many
places about the necessity of having the consent of the panchayat under
PESA, Scheduled Area and FRA, also needs to be considered at appropriate
level, preferably by law department or else the courts may give adverse
judgement.
20-09-2014
D.C. Khanduri
Expert Environment (PESE)

Annexure D

Comments of the main report
1. There are 9 chapters in the report, apart from executive summary, but only 5
chapters have been summarised in the Executive Summary. Further, there
should be no difference in the main report and the Executive Summary
circulated separately. Conclusion has been given under chapter 9 in just one
para. However there is need to have a separate chapter of conclusion, which
should include recommendations as well.
2. Off the 9 chapters, first, six chapters deal with various studies, based on
primary and secondary data. It is chapter 7- “impact assessment”, chapter 8 –
“cumulative environmental impact assessment” and chapter 9 –
“Environmental Action Plan”, which are the core of the CEIA report.
3. Chapter 7 has been captioned as “impact assessment” and subsequent
chapter 8 has similar headings this create confusion. However, while going
through the chapter 7 one finds that it deals with “impact due to hydro power
development”. The key aspects of this have been given in para 11 of TOR
(Document iv, annexure A), which has been motioned in first para of the
chapter. Hence, the heading of the chapter should be “Impact due to hydro
power development” and should have following 14 sub-heading (based on
para 11 of TOR)
1. Modification in hydrologic regime due to diversion of water.
2. Depth of water available in river stretches during lean season and
assessment of adequacy.
3. Length of river stretches with normal flow.
4. Impact of diurnal changes of every dam.
5. Impact on discharge in various stretches during mansoon and lean
season.
6. Impact on water users in term of water availability and quality.
7. Impact on aquatic ecology.
8. Assessment of maintaining minimum releases of water during lean
season.
9. Environment water flow requirement for each project.
10. Impact on terrestrial ecology
11. Impact due to loss of forest.
12. Impact on RET species and economically important plants.
13. Impact due to increased human interference
14. Impact due to agriculture practises.
All the points are almost there, but will have to be rearranged. However, 3
points namely 5, 9, &10 have not been covered. This will have to be added.

4. In the “conclusion , before giving the recommendations, the following 5 key
outcome (as per para 12 of the TOR, document IV annexure A ) be addressed
a clearly and concisely:
1- Provide environmentally and ecologically sustainable and optimal ways of
hydropower development of Sutlej River, keeping in view of the
environmental setting of the basin and development imperatives.
2- Assess requirement of environmental flow during lean season with actual
flow depth and velocity at different level.
3- Determine length of free flowing riparian distance to be maintained
between two successive hydropower projects in the cascading series.
4- A practicable Environment Action Plan to mitigate the adverse impact on
environment as listed out in the scope of the study, including ecological
restoration.
5- Suggestion of institutional mechanism for implementing the same at the
river basin level.
Of these five, point no2 and 3 are of vital importance and have been engaging
attention of all the stake holders. Environmental flow requirement (point 2) has been
dealt in detail under para 5.4 and has been given in table 5.50 (page 473). However,
it is not quite clear that how the figure has been reached. Further, it has been said
that environmental flow calculated is based only on water available for aquatic life
due to non-availability of other water used such as domestic irrigation and agriculture
crop. With this background basis of assessment for non-fishzone needs to be
elaborated. Point no 3 seems to be missing in the main report, though in executive
summary, it has been mentioned under “recommendation” (para8.15)
5- Since this is cumulative impact assessment and earlier EIA studies of particular
project have been carried out, it would have been useful if the environmental
parameters existing then and now, as found by the present study, would has been
compared to give an idea if the things have improved or deteriorated. Comparison in
land use land cover change has been made (para 4.1.31, pages 131 to 143), butno
comparison of EIA reports. Here also in 10 cases, out of 12 area under dense forest
has increased. But the reason of this positive change has not been given. Further
this was a very important point which needed to be highlighted to assure the people
that there is some silver lining as well.
6- Similarly the implementation of “Environmental Action Plan” prepared by earlier
EIA reports should have been scrutinised and their implementation commented
upon.
7- Tunnelling, and particularly through blasting, has been one of the sour point with
the people of the area. This has been dealt under para 8.11. However effect of
tunnelling only on ground water and springs has been described and the other
issues such as damage to the houses and lands have not been dealt with. Event

theimpact on ground water and spring( page 680) seems to have been adopted
hypothetically and not on study or scientific reasoning.
8- Too much emphasis has been given on fish biodiversity. Event theefolow
calculated is based on the water available for aquatic life however, as per common
understanding Kinnaur is not one of the main fish producing area in Himachal
prades. Occurrence of fish biodiversity given in table 7.5 (page 647) mentions only
Kol Dam and Ghanvi 1 as “abundant” and rest all are “Frequent”, “Occasional”,
“Rare” and “Nil”
9- The conclusion drawn in the report saying “that all major adverse cumulative
impacts can be mitigated to acceptable levels through the major proposed in
EMP......... The gap between prospective projects in Satluj basin is sufficient to
recuperate itself” is matter of opinion.
10- Some minor points like giving table no (some are missing), correct page no.
(some do not tally with the index), continuity of numbering and sub-numbering need
to be attended.

25-09-2014

D.C. Khanduri
Expert (Environment)

Annexure E

Comments on the Executive Summary
1. The headings of executive summary should have been the same as that of
main report, and cross references of main report should have been given.
2. There are nine chapters in main report, and there are also nine headings in
executive summary, but the two do not match fully.
3. While chapter 1 and 2 has not been exactly reflected in headings 1 and 2, but
chapter 3,4 and 5 and headings 3,4 and 5 are same.
4. Chapter 6 “Socio economic study”, summarised under heading 5( which
should have been heading 6) has been wrongly given heading as “Socio
economic environment”
5. In main report chapter 7 and 8 are “Impact assessment” and “cumulative
environment impact assessment” respectively, but in executive summary
heading 6 (which should have been no. 7) is “cumulative impact assessment”.
Thus, chapter 7 – “impact assessment” of the main report has not been
summarised at all and not given in executive summary.
6. “Environmental action plan” (chapter 9 of the main report) which has been
dealt under heading 7 (which should be no. 8) has been summarised in just 9
lines. This needs to be given in greater detail.
7. Heading 8 (which should be no. 9) of executive summary deals with
recommendations, but the main report does not contain any recommendation.
It needs to be included now in the Main Report.
8. Heading 9 (which should be no. 10) is “No Go Rivers”. This seems to be
wrongly placed. First of all, recommendation should come at the last and
secondly, it seems that this has not been given in the main report. If it is given
in the main report, cross reference must be given as suggested earlier. In fact
this point has created lot of trouble and people were very agitated on this,
particularly the reference of fish. Their argument was that the study is giving
more waitage to fish then he human beings. In case the consultants want to
suggest that some of the rivers should not have projects, then a complete list
of “No –go – river” should have been given. Sentence formation of this a
heading also needs improvement.
9. At the end there is yet another heading (without serial number) “improving
existing hydro power plants”. Again this does not gel with the narrative. It
should be deleted from this place and kept at appropriate place.

26-09-2014

D.C. Khanduri
Expert (Environment)

Annexure F

Report on public consultations on CEIA studies of
Sutlej Basin on 8/12/14 and 9/12/14
In continuation of their pursuit to have greater interaction on the study report with the
stake holders of Sutlej basin, Directorate of Energy, Govt. of Himachal Pradesh
organized two consultative meetings with stake holders at
1. Reckongpeo on 8-12-2014 at 11:30 am
2. Pooh on 9-12-2014 at 11:30 am
In these consultative meetings, apart from the stake holders, members of peer
group, members of PESE, officers of DOE, project proponents and most importantly
the consultants were present, who were represented by ICFRE, the main consultant,
faculty from IIT Roorkee, scientist from Directorate of coldwater Fisheries Research
and researchers from Salim Ali center for ornithology and natural history (SICON).
This was one of the main requirements of the locals during previous consultations
that those who have prepared the study report should be present to answer the
questions agitating the mind of the people. This demand was fulfilled by the
presence of the consultants.
In the consultation meeting at ReckongPeo, after the introductory remark by
Sh. Deepak Jasrotia, Sr. XEN, presentation on the study report was made by Dr.
Singh of ICFRE, which was heard by the stake holders patiently without any
interventions. Subsequently, a document addressed to Principal Secretary,
Department of Energy, Govt. of HP was circulated by the project effected stake
holders of Sutlej Basin. This document contained 30 suggestions/objections. Further
discussion mostly centered on these points, though many stake holders also asked
other questions from the consultants.
It was a definite change from the past meetings, as the speakers made it clear
that they are not against the project as such, but first the issues (both environmental
and social, particularly payment of compensation and benefit sharing) being faced by
the effective people of the completed projects must be resolved, which will be
indicative of the good intentions of the government. However, the most contentious
issue was para 9 of the executive summary. People wanted that this should be made
part of para 8, which contains recommendations, and will mean that Trans-Himalyan
zone will be recommended as “No go” zone, and thus no HEP will come up in this
zone.
At pooh, good number of people came from Spiti Valley. Here again, after the
introductory remark of Sh. Jasrotia, Mr.Rohila, SE DOE explained the energy policy
of the government and changes made in it to benefit the people. Presentation on the

study conducted was made by ICFRE and interventions were done by other
consultants (particularly Prof. from IIT Roorkee), member of PESE and project
proponents to satisfy the quires of the stake holders. However, the demand of
making para 9 of the executive summary as part of the para 8 was raised very
strongly by the speakers from Spiti Valley. They voiced that, keeping in view the
fragile condition of the trans- Himalayan zone, no HEP should be proposed in the
area. They were totally against the construction of any HEP in their area. They even
threatened to boycott the meeting if their demand of making para 9 of executive
summary as part of para 8 is not met. However, the situation was somehow
salvaged and meeting ended in a peaceful atmosphere.
The main observations on the consultative meetings are:1- There is positive change in the attitude of the people (other than the people
from Spiti valley), as they do not oppose HEP as such.
2- The CEIA report was found wanting on many counts such as air pollution,
collection of primary data, mention of chilgoza being found in zone I, incorrect
and incomplete reporting of dialect etc. These issues will have to be taken
care in final draft.
3- Whatever was the quality of report, the things were further complicated by the
absence of person(s) who drafted the report, as there was no one to explain/
justify why a particular conclusion was drawn or a remark has been made.
4- It is beyond comprehension, as to why para no. 9 was added in the executive
summary, when this point of “No Go” area was not mentioned in the main
report. It will be most difficult to both the parties (DOE and consultants) to
justify it either way. If consultants take a view that trans-Himalayan zone is
included in “No Go” area, it will be a most bizarre situation in which an one
third area is being declared as “No go” by one liner observation, without giving
full justification of it. On the other hand, if consultants clarify that transHimalayan zone is not included in the “No Go” area, the people will feel
cheated and confidence in the government will erode further.
5- There is no doubt about the fact that peoples apposition for HEPs has
basically emanated from the unsettled issues of the completed projects and ill
effect of these on the environment of the basin. Thus, it is high time that
concerted efforts are made to settle all outstanding issues of the completed
projects, including benefit sharing.
6- This trust deficit has resulted in unjustified arguments by the people. They do
not want to understand the simple fact that if anything has not been
mentioned in the main report, it should not and cannot be made part of the
executive summary. Similarly, riparian distance suggested in the report is
termed as arbitrary, but the recommendation of Shulka committee, not based
on scientific reasoning, is considered sacrosanct.
7- There is a tendency by the people to fix the responsibilities of all the ills on
HEPs. The classic case of damage to the orchid near village Pangi, on

16thand 17 June 2013, when tragedy was struck in Uttarakhand as well, but
the responsibility of the damage is being placed on HEPs. The change in
climate (snow fall in June) is also being attributed to the projects. Reduction in
farm yield is also linked with HEPs, though no authentic figures are made
available.

D.C. Khanduri
Expert (Environment) PESE
15-12-2014

